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A new analysis of the vortex-identificationQ-criterion and its recent modifications is presented. In this unified framework based on
different approaches to averaging of the cross-sectional balance between vorticity and strain rate in 3D, new relations among the
existing modifications are derived. In addition, a new method based on spherical averaging is proposed. It is applicable to
compressible flows, and it inherits a duality property which allows its use for identifying high strain-rate zones together with
vortices. The new quantity is applied to identification of vortices and high strain-rate zones in the flow around an inclined flat
plate, in the flow past a sphere, and for the reconnection process of two Burgers vortices.

1. Introduction

The Q-criterion [1] is one of the most widely used methods
for vortex identification. In simple terms, the criterion iden-
tifies as vortices those regions where vorticity magnitude is
larger than the strain-rate magnitude, or more precisely,
where their difference is positive. Among the main advan-
tages of the Q-criterion are its simplicity and straightforward
application. Another important, although somewhat less
appreciated, advantage of Q is its duality property empha-
sized by Sahner et al. [2]. It means that isosurfaces of Q can
be used for identifying both vortex regions (positive values)
and high strain-rate zones with dominant strain rate
(negative values). On the other hand, the Q-criterion also
suffers from several disadvantages such as its ambiguity for
compressible flows and a lack of kinematic representation.

Our first attempt to address the issue with compressibil-
ity was presented as QD in [3]. Thanks to working with the
deviatoric part of the velocity gradient tensor, QD is applica-
ble to compressible flows. Nevertheless, it still lacks a clear
kinematic interpretation. In a later attempt to add such prop-
erty to theQ-criterion, we have presented theQM-criterion in
[4]. In this method, we have substituted the strain-rate tensor
with the principal strain-rate difference vector, which is inde-
pendent of compressibility but responsible for the shape

deformation. This approach has also allowed a kinematic
interpretation in terms of corotation of infinitesimal radial
line segments near a point.

The main contribution of this paper is to once again
revisit the Q,QD, and QM methods and analyse them from a
new perspective, namely, from the point of view of averaging
quantities from certain 2D cross sections. In this framework,
simple relations among these methods are derived in which
QD and QM become extremes of potential outcomes of
averaging of cross-sectional quantities. With this insight, we
introduce a new correction of the Q-criterion, QW, which
is obtained by using a rigorous approach to averaging
cross-sectional quantities in 3D. This approach has been
previously successfully used for other quantities in [5, 6].

The second aim of the paper is to take advantage of the
duality property of Q and explore the applicability of QW
for identifying high strain-rate zones alongside vortices. Such
dual representation [2] can provide deeper insight into
complex flows although it has not been extensively used in
literature so far.

2. Motivation

There are good reasons to focus on planar cross-sectional
balance while identifying 3D vortices as volumetric regions
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according to the scalar yes/no criterion. Recall the physical
reason behind the widely used λ2 method (Jeong and
Hussain [7]): the search for a pressure minimum in the plane
across the vortex. The primary feature of a vortex is that
planar vorticity dominates over planar deviatoric strain
rate and the flow becomes swirling in the cross-sectional
plane which results (i) in the occurrence of a local pressure
minimum in a plane and (ii) in elliptical deviatoric flow
patterns of the projected planar velocity field near a point
as discussed below.

The geometric nature of local flow patterns— elliptical or
hyperbolical in character — in planar cross sections of a 3D
flow is determined by the competition between vorticity
and (deviatoric) strain rate in the cutting plane. To distin-
guish 2D elliptical and hyperbolical flow regions in terms of
instantaneous streamlines, there is a topological discriminant
qD relating the (deviatoric) strain rate and vorticity fields. For
a 2D flow described by a 2D velocity gradient (subscripts
x and y denote partial derivatives, e.g., ux ≡ ∂u/∂x)

ux uy

vx vy
, 1

and the discriminant reads

qD = ω2 − s2D , 2

where vorticity ω and deviatoric principal strain rate sD
are given by

ω = vx − uy /2,

sD =
ux − vy

2 + uy + vx
2

2

3

When qD is positive (vorticity dominates over deviato-
ric strain rate), the instantaneous motion is elliptical in
character. When qD is negative (the deviatoric strain rate
dominates over vorticity), the instantaneous motion is
hyperbolical. Analyzing the relative motion near a point,
the reference points themselves can be described as critical
points and the local flow patterns correspond to the lead-
ing terms of a Taylor series expansion for the velocity field
in terms of space coordinates (Perry and Chong [8],
Chong et al. [9]). Considering 2D critical points of incom-
pressible (divergence-free) flow patterns, the centres are
classified by qD > 0 and the saddles by qD < 0 (Perry and
Chong [8], Hirsch et al. [10]).

In studies of 2D turbulence, the discriminant qD repre-
sents a basis of the Okubo-Weiss criterion revealing distin-
guished features of elliptical and hyperbolical flow regions
in terms of the behavior of vorticity gradients (Okubo [11],
Weiss [12, 13], Larchevêque [14], Basdevant and Philipovitch
[15], Hua and Klein [16], Lapeyre et al. [17]). Related
geometric aspects of the stream function are treated in detail
in Yamasaki et al. [18].

Let us briefly focus on vortex-identification methods
(e.g., the recent review papers by Epps [19], Zhang et al.
[20]). It should be emphasized that vortex identification is
still under development; see, among others, the recent papers
by Tian et al. [21] and Liu et al. [22] dealing with definitions
of vortex vector and vortex. The widely used 3D
vortex-identification criteria, namely, Q (Hunt et al. [1]), Δ
(Chong et al. [9], Dallmann [23]), λ2 (Jeong and Hussain
[7]), and the square of λci (Zhou et al. [24]), degenerate to
the same one, qD > 0, for 2D incompressible flows. Consider-
ing planar cross sections of a 3D flow, the quantity qD has
been already successfully employed in the planar swirl
condition qD > 0 of Kida and Miura [25, 26] in the frame
of their 3D vortex-identification method, in the so-called
sectional-swirl-and-pressure-minimum scheme. In a planar
cross section, the quantity qD is positive for the instantaneous
local corotation of material line segments near a point and
negative for the contrarotation (Kolář et al. [5]). The corota-
tional concept is fully compatible with the property of
“swirlity” in a planar cross section which has been recently
proposed by Nakayama [27]: the swirl condition, expressed
by positive swirlity, is given by the unidirectional azimuthal
flow near a point.

There is one important aspect of the local analysis of
cross sections in 3D flow fields. Except for a few degenerate
cases like purely 2D flows where the deviatoric strain-rate
dominates over vorticity, there is always at least one plane
(strictly said, a limited bunch of planes) of nonzero corota-
tion with elliptical streamlines near a point. A single point
can be elliptical and hyperbolical at the same time depending
on the cross-section direction as noted by Kida and Miura
[26]. The vortex-identification outcome based on this fact
may cover almost the entire examined region. Consequently,
it is quite reasonable to require that (planar) vorticity domi-
nates the (planar) deviatoric strain rate on average over all
planar cross sections. This requirement also prevents to iden-
tify the examined point as part of a vortex in the case of
extreme axial strain, and the requirement of orbital compact-
ness of Chakraborty et al. [28] is reflected in this way.

The discriminant qD of the flow geometry in planar cross
sections of a 3D flow will be employed below for the determi-
nation of its pointwise average over all planar cross sections
(spherical averaging), and consequently, for the determina-
tion of the overall 3D balance of vorticity and strain rate.

3. The 3D Balance of Vorticity and Strain Rate
Derived on the Basis of qD

The following procedure represents an averaging process
applied to all planar cross sections going through a given
point. In this process, each plane is of equal significance.
The infinite set of all admissible planes (i.e., those going
through the examined point) can be defined by the infinite
set of unit normal vectors which is the same as for a unit
sphere σ 0, 1 Averaging over the set of all cross-sectional
planes then translates to an integration over σ 0, 1 , similarly
as in the determination of the average-corotation vector
(Kolář et al. [5]) and the average-contrarotation tensor
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(Šístek and Kolář [6]). The outcome in the present case is a
simple scalar quantity

QW = α ⋅
∬

σ 0,1 qD n dσ

∬
σ 0,1 dσ

=
α

4π
∬

σ 0,1 qD n dσ, 4

where n is a unit normal vector of the cutting plane, qD n is
evaluated in this plane, and α is a scaling factor. The natural
choice α = 3 is derived in the appendix. By switching from
cartesian coordinates (x, y, and z) to spherical coordinates
(r, φ, and ϑ),

x = r sin ϑ cos φ,
 y = r sin ϑ sin φ,
 z = r cos ϑ,
 φ ∈ 0, 2π ,
 ϑ ∈ 0, π ,

5

the integral (4) can be transformed into a double integral

QW =
α

4π

2π

0

π

0
qD n φ, ϑ sin ϑ dϑ dφ 6

As briefly summarized in the appendix, after a straight-
forward calculation, it can be shown that

QW = Ω 2 − 6/5 SD 2

2
, 7

where Ω denotes the vorticity tensor (antisymmetric part of
∇u) and SD is the deviatoric strain-rate tensor (symmetric
part of ∇u − 1/3 ∇ ⋅ u I). Here, ⋅ denotes the Frobenius
norm, defined for a tensor G = Gi j in three dimensions as

G = tr GGT 1/2 = 〠
3

i,j=1
G2
i j 8

According to (7), the quantity QW relates the vorticity
and deviatoric strain-rate tensor magnitudes. Not surpris-
ingly, the obtained result strongly resembles, with the excep-
tion of the ratio 6/5, the structure of the vortex-identification
Q-criterion (Hunt et al. [1]); see further discussion in the
next section.

4. Discussion

The vortex-identification Q-criterion (Hunt et al. [1]) is
defined only for incompressible flows by the positive second
invariant of the velocity-gradient tensor ∇u; the additional
arguable pressure condition discussed in Jeong and Hussain
[7], Cucitore et al. [29], Dubief and Delcayre [30], and
Chakraborty et al. [28] is usually omitted. If so, the

Q-criterion reads simply (here S denotes the strain-rate
tensor)

Q =
Ω 2 − S 2

2
> 0 9

The quantity 2ρQ, where ρ is the fluid density, is the
right-hand side of the Poisson equation for pressure (Jeong
and Hussain [7]) in the case of incompressible flows. The cri-
terion (9) has been used in a large number of studies on vor-
tical structures. For example, it has been recently combined
with other widely used vortex-identification criteria to
develop a robust technique for vortex detection by Zhang
et al. [31] or to propose a unified definition of a vortex by
Nakayama et al. [32].

The Q-criterion is ambiguous for compressible flows
(Kolář [33]) and, due to the nonzero divergence term, not
applicable (Kolář [3]). To overcome this ambiguity, a devia-
toric modification of Q was proposed in [3] as

QD =
Ω 2 − SD 2

2
10

Although applicable to compressible flows, QD lacks a
clear kinematic interpretation similarly as Q. This drawback
led us in Kolář and Šístek [4] to a further modification of Q
based on both corotational and compressibility arguments
(strictly said, derived from comparing the magnitudes of
the vorticity vector and the principal strain-rate difference
vector)

QM =QD +
IISD
2

=
Ω 2 − 3/2 SD 2

2
, 11

where IISD is the second invariant of the (deviatoric)
strain-rate tensor employed in the original expression for
QM in [4].

In fact, QM is nothing but the overall measure of vorticity
and strain-rate balance associated with three orthogonal
strain-rate principal planes obtained by summing the three
corresponding values of qD. From the kinematic viewpoint,
this measure is associated both with the nature of streamline
patterns in principal planes and with the “principal corota-
tions” (i.e., local corotations of material line segments near
a point in principal planes). If one tries to interpret QD in a
similar manner, it corresponds again to summing three
values of qD, this time related to three orthogonal coordinate
planes of a specific reference frame for which the off-diagonal
shear-stress components of SD are maximized and there
are zeros on the main diagonal. Such reference frame
always exists and may be understood as an “antipole” of
the frame of strain-rate principal axes. For incompressible
flows, Q =QD, and the introduced interpretation of QD
applies also to Q.

By comparing (7), (10), and (11), we can conclude that
the resulting QW, being the average of the topological dis-
criminant qD over all planar cross sections, lies between two
natural bounds, QD (upper bound) and QM (lower bound);
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see also the appendix. These bounds can be found by max-
imizing and minimizing the sum of values of qD in three
orthogonal coordinate planes over all local coordinate
frames. On the other hand, the quantity QW gives an aver-
age balance of vorticity and strain-rate magnitudes over
these frames.

5. Applications and Comparison of the
Q-Criterion Modifications

The first application deals with an impulsively started incom-
pressible flow around a flat plate (aspect ratio 2) at an angle of
attack of 30 deg solved numerically for Reynolds number
Re = 300. Details about the numerical simulation of this
problem can be found in Šístek and Cirak [34].

Figure 1 compares vortex isosurfaces of isovalue 2.0 for
QD, QW, and QM. In accordance with the discussion in the
previous section, the isosurface of QW lies between the
bounding isosurfaces ofQD and QM. Due to the incompressi-
bility of the flow, Q =QD.

The second application shows the transitional incom-
pressible flow past a sphere at Re = 300; for details of the
simulation, see [35]. Figure 2 indicates that the measure QD
interprets shearing motion close to the sphere surface as a
vortex region. On the other hand, the quantity QM appears
too strict which results both in flattening of the transverse
shape of a toroidal vortex close to the sphere surface and in
fragmentation of the dominant downstream vortex loop.
Consequently, for the flow case under consideration, the
“intermediate measure” QW is a better choice than QM
and QD.

6. Simultaneous Vortex and High-Strain-Rate
Region Identification

The detailed visualization study of incompressible flows by
Sahner et al. [2] is, to our best knowledge, the only one to
use the same measure simultaneously for both 3D vortex
and high-strain-rate skeleton description and visualization.
These authors use Q for Eulerian frames and MZ by Haller
[36] for Lagrangian frames. They extract dominant vortex
and strain-rate features as extremal structures in terms of Q
which satisfies a duality property indicating vortical as well
as high-strain-rate regions. An analogous duality property
of QW is inherited from the duality property of qD. Vortex
and high-strain-rate regions are shown here simultaneously
in terms of isosurfaces of QW, though without an advanced
skeletonization of Sahner et al. [2].

Figure 3 shows the dual isosurface representation of both
vortex and high-strain-rate regions using positive and
negative isovalues of QW for an impulsively started incom-
pressible flow around a flat plate discussed already in the
previous section.

To further demonstrate the positive aspects of the dual
representation, we have chosen the interaction of two
Burgers vortices during their reconnection process
(according to [5]). We use data from a numerical simula-
tion for Mach numbers 0.3 and 0.8. The reconnection
process is characterized by the formation of secondary
rib-like vortex structures between the primary tubular vor-
tices. One can expect that the interaction mechanism is
associated with stretching of these rib-like vortices and,
therefore, with the maxima of negative values of the dual
measure QW.

QD QW QM

y y y

z z z
x x x

Figure 1: Vortices for the flow past an inclined flat plate in terms of QD, QW, and QM (isovalue 2.0).

QD QW QM

Figure 2: Vortices for the flow past a sphere in terms of QD, QW, and QM (isovalue 0.1).
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Figure 4 shows the near-maximal negative isosurfaces to
indicate the regions of strongly dominant strain rate for both
Mach numbers (0.3 and 0.8). These regions are related to
stretching of the secondary rib-like vortices including adja-
cent zones close to the primary vortices. The secondary
rib-like vortices and vortex-stretching mechanism play an
important role in vorticity production and vorticity transfer
in turbulent flows. In a broader context, the relation to turbu-
lent flow characteristics such as enstrophy and the rate of
dissipation of kinetic energy may be also of interest.

7. Conclusions

The local planar cross-sectional balance between vorticity
and strain rate is examined in relation to 3D vortex identifi-
cation. The primary feature of a vortex is assumed to be just
the planar cross-sectional balance of vorticity and strain rate
expressed in terms of the topological discriminant qD which
is taken as a starting point for the vortex-identification pur-
pose in 3D. It is required that (planar) vorticity dominates
(planar) deviatoric strain rate on average over all planar
cross-sections. A spherical average of qD over all cross sections

has been determined. Consequently, within this framework
of the search for an alternative to the quantity Q valid for
compressible flows, the overall vorticity and strain-rate
magnitudes are not related one-to-one as in Q, but 5 to 6.
This ratio, given by the introduced quantity QW, mutually
relates the vorticity and strain-rate magnitudes between spe-
cific bounds given by QD and QM with the interpretation in
terms of qD. It should be emphasized that all the introduced
quantities, QD, QM, and QW, are clearly divergence-free
measures due to the qD basis (see also the expression (A.10)
in the appendix). The physical relevance of the well-known
topological discriminant qD — of planar elliptical and hyper-
bolical flow patterns— is briefly summarized at the beginning
of the paper. The QD, QM, and QW criteria have been
compared on the problem of flow around an inclined flat
plate and on the flow past a sphere, for which QW is
shown to be beneficial.

Two illustrative applications of QW exploit its duality
property which is inherent to all Q representations. For the
flow past an inclined flat plate and for the reconnection pro-
cess of two Burgers vortices, the vortical structures and
high-strain-rate regions have been plotted simultaneously

Positive QW
(vortex region)

Dual representation Negative QW
(high-strain-rate region)

y

x
z

y

x
z

y

x
z

Figure 3: Dual isosurface representation of the flow past an inclined flat plate using QW (isovalue ±2.0).

Positive QW
(vortex region)

Negative QW
(high-strain-rate region)

Dual representation

Figure 4: Dual isosurface representation of the interaction of Burgers vortices for Mach numbers 0.3 (top, isovalues +2 and −400) and 0.8
(bottom, isovalues +2 and −200) using QW.
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in terms of isosurfaces of QW. For the vortex reconnection
process, the stretching mechanism of secondary rib-like
vortices has been indicated by the near-maximal negative iso-
surfaces ofQW. Finally, note that other widely used pointwise
vortex-identification measures, such as λ2 and λci, are effi-
cient inside a vortex and not applicable to high-strain-rate
regions as they do not exhibit such duality property.

Appendix

With respect to the desired integration process (6), that is,

QW =
α

4π

2π

0

π

0
qD n φ, ϑ sin ϑ dϑ dφ, A 1

the quantity qD needs to be expressed in terms of the
velocity-gradient-tensor components for general angles of
spherical coordinates φ ∈ 0, 2π and ϑ ∈ 0, π . The sequence
of two rotational transformations leads to the final 3 × 3 rota-
tion matrix of orthogonal linear transformation (Kida and
Miura [23, 24], Kolář [33])

R =

cos ϑ cos φ cos ϑ sin φ −sin ϑ

−sin φ cos φ 0

sin ϑ cos φ sin ϑ sin φ cos ϑ

A 2

Denoting the general, not necessarily divergence-free,
velocity-gradient tensor G, its rotated components are deter-
mined by G∗ = RGRT . An arbitrarily rotated plane can be
identified with the x, y -coordinate plane of the rotated
frame, and qD can be defined from the leading 2 × 2 principal
submatrix of G∗ = G∗

i j with respect to (2)-(3) as

qD φ, ϑ =
G∗
21 −G∗

12
2 − G∗

11 − G∗
22

2 − G∗
12 +G∗

21
2

4
A 3

Without loss of generality, we can start the integration
process of (A.1) for φ = 0 and ϑ = 0 aligned with the frame
of strain-rate principal axes. Consequently, the expression
(A.3) significantly simplifies after the substitution according
to G∗ = RGRT and (A.2) to the form where the squares
appearing in (A.3) can be expressed as (note that all
off-diagonal terms of SD are zero)

G∗
21 −G∗

12
2 = cos ϑ G21 −G12 + sin ϑ cos φ G32 −G23

+ sin ϑ sin φ G13 −G31
2,

A 4

G∗
11 −G∗

22
2 = cos2ϑ cos2φ − sin2φ G11

+ cos2ϑ sin2φ − cos2φ G22 + sin2ϑ G33
2,

A 5

G∗
12 +G∗

21
2 = 2 cos ϑ sin φ cos φ G22 − G11

2 A 6

Further calculation is based on a repeated evaluation of a
number of integrals of the following type

2π

0

π

0
sin ϑ a cos ϑ b sin φ c cos φ d dϑ dφ, A 7

where a, b, c, and d are nonnegative integers.
By integrating (A.1) after substitution from (A.3)-(A.6)

and expressing the integration results by means of the magni-
tudes of the vorticity tensor Ω and the divergence-free
strain-rate tensor SD, we obtain

QW =
α/4π 4π/3 Ω 2 − 8π/5 SD 2

2
A 8

The outcome of (A.8) represents the value of qD averaged
over all planes, whereasQD and QM correspond, respectively,
to the maximum and minimum of the sum of qD in three
orthogonal planes. Consequently, α = 3 in order tomake these
quantities comparable, and we proceed to the final form,

QW =
Ω 2 − 6/5 SD 2

2
A 9

According to (A.3), for not necessarily divergence-free
input G∗ = G∗

i j , the sum Q∗ of qD in three orthogonal coor-
dinate planes can be expressed in a divergence-free manner as
(the asterisk denotes an arbitrary reference frame)

Q∗ =
Ω 2 − SD 2 − 1/2 S∗2D 1 1 + S∗2D 2 2 + S∗2D 3 3

2
, A 10

where S∗D = S∗D i j . The extremal behavior of the
frame-dependent quantity Q∗ can be easily inferred from
the fact that the only frame-dependent term in the brackets
is the third one which (i) reaches its maximum SD 2/2 in
the frame of strain-rate principal axes, in which S∗D diagonal-
izes, and (ii) is zero in the “antipole” frame, in which there
are zeros on the main diagonal of S∗D.

Finally, the bounds QM and QD can be directly calculated
as the sum of three corresponding values of qD. In the
strain-rate principal axes (denoted by the superscript P),
it holds

QM =
1
4

GP
21 − GP

12
2 − GP

11 −GP
22

2

+
1
4

GP
32 − GP

23
2 − GP

22 − GP
33

2

+
1
4

GP
13 − GP

31
2 − GP

33 − GP
11

2

=
Ω 2 − 3/2 SD 2

2
,

A 11
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while in the “antipole” frame (denoted by the superscript
AP), it holds

QD =
1
4

GAP
21 −GAP

12
2 − GAP

12 + GAP
21

2

+
1
4

GAP
32 −GAP

23
2 − GAP

23 + GAP
32

2

+
1
4

GAP
13 −GAP

31
2 − GAP

31 + GAP
13

2

=
Ω 2 − SD 2

2

A 12
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For the open-source Vortex Analysis Library (VALIB), see
Šístek [37].
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